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BUDGET CUTS Reagan’s strategy for downsizing the federal government included 
deep cuts in government spending on social programs. Yet his cuts did not affect 
all segments of the population equally. Entitlement programs that benefited the 
middle class, such as Social Security, Medicare, and veterans’ pensions, remained 
intact. On the other hand, Congress slashed by 10 percent the budget for 
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programs that benefited other groups: urban mass transit, food stamps, welfare 
benefits, job training, Medicaid, school lunches, and student loans. 

TAX CUTS “Reaganomics” rested heavily upon supply-side economics. This 
theory held that if people paid fewer taxes, they would save more money. Banks 
could then loan that money to businesses, which could invest the money in 
resources to improve productivity. The supply of goods then would increase, 
driving down prices. At Reagan’s urging, Congress lowered income taxes by about 
25 percent over a three-year period. Reagan based his ideas for supply-side eco-
nomics on the work of economists such as George Gilder and Arthur Laffer. A 
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“ The most debilitating act a government can perpetrate on its citizens is to adopt 
policies that destroy the economy’s production base, for it is the production base 
that generates any prosperity to be found in the society. U.S. tax policies over the 
last decade have had the effect of damaging this base by removing many of the 
incentives to economic advancement. It is necessary to restore those incentives if 
we are to cure our economic palsy.” 

—The Economics of the Tax Revolt: A Reader 

INCREASED DEFENSE SPENDING At the same time, Reagan authorized increases 
in military spending that more than offset cuts in social programs. Between 1981 
and 1984, the Defense Department budget almost doubled. Indeed, the president 
revived two controversial weapons systems—the MX missile and the B-1 bomber. 
In 1983, Reagan asked the country’s scientists to develop a defense system that 
would keep Americans safe from enemy missiles. Officially 
called the Strategic Defense Initiative, or SDI, the sys-
tem quickly became known as Star Wars, after the title of a 
popular movie. The Defense Department estimated that the 
system would cost trillions of dollars. 

RECESSION AND RECOVERY While Reagan was chart-
THE “TRICKLE-DOWN”ing a new course for the American economy, the economy 

THEORY
itself was sinking into recession. Lasting from July 1981 

Ronald Reagan’s budget director,
until November 1982, it was the most severe recession since David Stockman, used supply-
the Great Depression. However, early in 1983, an economic side economics to draft the 
upturn began as consumers went on a spending spree. Their Economic Recovery Tax Act of 
confidence in the economy was bolstered by tax cuts, a 1981. His tax package cut income 

taxes and business taxes by andecline in interest rates, and lower inflation. The stock 
average of 25 percent; the largest

market surged, unemployment declined, and the gross tax cuts went to those with the 
national product went up by almost 10 percent. The stock highest incomes. Administration 
market boom lasted until 1987, when the market crashed, officials defended the plan by 
losing 508 points in one day. This fall was due in large part claiming that as prosperity 

returned, the profits at the topto automated and computerized buying and selling sys-
would trickle down to the middletems. However, the market recovered and then continued 
class and even the poor. 

its upward climb. Despite Reagan’s “trickle-down” 
theory, the wealthy gained theTHE NATIONAL DEBT CLIMBS Beneath the surface of 
most from these tax cuts. In the recovery lay problems that continued to plague the economy. 
1980s, the rich got richer as

Tax cuts had helped the rich, while social welfare cuts had poverty deepened for many others. 
hurt the poor. Despite large reductions in parts of the 
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